We report on a transit vehicle information system that delivers estimated departure times for buses at user-selectable geographic locations to Internet-enabled mobile devices. The system is not merely schedule based; it makes use of real-time vehicle position reports to predict travel times to future locations. We discuss how the physical restrictions of mobile devices (e.g., screen size and input options) affect user interaction and data presentation. The system is hosted on the World Wide Web and is freely available. An overview of the system architecture is provided and some preliminary usage results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in computing technology have made real-time transit vehicle information systems a viable application area. Such applications utilize transit agency schedules and/or actual vehicle location reports. Applications which exist in this area include graphical positioning of buses on window displays for tracking purposes, alarm notification systems telling riders their bus is close to their bus stop, and airport terminal styled arrival/departure status reports relative to some published schedule [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Real-time transit information systems such as these allow riders to make informed decisions about their travel options.
One focus of the Intelligent Transportation Systems research group at the University of Washington (ITS/UW) is the application of computer and communications technologies to solving transportation problems. The group has developed a software system for predicting bus travel times, based upon access to transit agency schedule and real-time vehicle location data. Estimated departure times from specified locations (e.g., bus stops) is then directly derived from the corresponding travel time estimations. Departure time estimations are made available to the traveling public over the World Wide Web. More recently, the delivery of this information has been targeted at hand-held devices. This category of device, encompassing mobile phones and a variety of personal digital assistants, is arguably the best suited to this application area travel choices are often most crucial when standard (i.e., wired) Internet connectivity is not available. Wireless access to real-time transit information is the topic of this paper. The emphasis is on how a bus rider uses an internet enabled wireless device to check the expected departure time of buses from a rider-specified location.
WIRELESS COMPUTING
The number of wireless device subscribers continues to grow. Recent estimates suggest that the figure will reach the billion mark by 2004 [6] . Of these, a substantial number will have multimedia capabilities. Already, electronic mail and text messaging services are widely available on a variety of personal electronic devices.
Within the wireless communications industry, the Wireless Application Protocol Forum [7] has developed the Wireless Application Protocol [8] (WAP) and the Wireless Markup Language [9] (WML) as de facto standards for the wireless delivery and presentation of information to mobile devices. The WML standard ensures that content developers can expect a certain minimum level of functionality on any conforming mobile device, and thus can format content accordingly. Many institutions now offer wireless device-browsable web sites in addition to their standard computer accessible sites.
The WAP standards loosely define a typical "reference wireless device." Such a device has the following characteristics:
• A display area supporting up to four rows of text. A row comprises 12 fixed-size characters. One row may be reserved for function key labels.
• Support for the ASCII character set, with alphanumeric text input.
• Horizontal and vertical text scrolling and/or wrapping.
• Choice selection via arrow and/or numeric keys.
• Two programmable function keys, referred to as the ACCEPT and OPTIONS keys.
These restrictions must be accommodated by web sites serving content to such a device. The user interface must be carefully considered to avoid user frustration and maintain user confidence.
Web Integration
Web content development is facilitated by the fact that WAP-based wireless communication technology is designed to utilize existing Internet protocols and standards. Uniform Resource Locator (URL) addressing is used for identification of resources, and Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) is employed as the communications protocol between WAP gateways and content servers. Thus, wireless content can be served using existing web server software, such as Apache [10] . Figure 1 , adapted from [11] , shows a typical system architecture for WAP technology. The event sequence for downloading data to a mobile device is as follows: 1. The device transmits a request message, whose contents includes a regular URL text string, to the WAP service provider's gateway computer. This wireless transmission uses WAP. 2. The gateway acts as a regular web client, forwarding the request to the web server identified in the URL. This transmission uses HTTP just as any web browser request would. 3. The web server generates and sends an HTTP response to the WAP gateway. The response content is that identified by the URL.
4. The gateway forwards the response to the mobile device using WAP. Metadata in the HTTP response from the web server, such as content cacheability, may be converted to WAP where applicable.
Wireless Browsing
Request transmission and response content presentation are both performed by a browser program hosted on the mobile device. This browser software is commonly known as a WAP browser. A WAP browser is the mobile device analogy to a web browser on a standard computer. A device which hosts a WAP browser is said to be WAP-enabled, or just web-enabled.
HTML is the language of the web. It is a rich, large language that is continually evolving as the web hosts ever more presentation formats, such as audio and video. Due to user interface restrictions, a mobile device cannot (yet) be used to surf the web in the same way as a desktop machine. Thus, WML has been introduced as the new language for WAP-delivered content. The design of WML is influenced by what can be physically displayed on a WAP-enabled device. WML supports text in paragraphs, primitive tables and images, and simple user input forms. WML content is delivered in decks, a deck is comprised a set of cards, a card is the WML analogy of a web page.
The WAP system architecture and its use of existing web services means that the effort required to re-target an existing web site to WAP-enabled devices can be cast as converting HTML content into equivalent WML content. This involves trimming the HTML content to conform to WML, while attempting to preserve the original semantics. This task can be achieved manually or by using HTML to WML filter software. Complete automation is impractical in all but the simplest cases; the disparities in capability between HTML and WML are such that most HTML web pages cannot be transformed to an equivalent WML card.
REAL-TIME TRANSIT INFORMATION: MYBUS
It is common for transportation schedules to appear on the web. During surveys, bus riders have expressed interest in readily available real-time information on the current location and, especially, estimated future movements of buses throughout some transit region [12] . To develop such an information system requires real-time vehicle location information. Fortunately, it is becoming common practice for transit operators to employ fleet management technology to monitor bus movements. Making position information available to riders is of great utility. An example of this can be found in the ITS/UW application called Busview, a web browser hosted program which processes real-time bus location reports and draws bus icons on a background map [2] . However, this position and map-based model does not meet the real requirements of transit riders.
Put simply, the bus rider wants to know when his/her bus will arrive at a certain bus stop. So while knowledge of current bus location is valuable, of greater value is knowledge of its location at some time in the future. If we can estimate the trajectory of the bus along its current travel path, we can then determine the actual times at which the bus will reach certain points of interest (i.e., bus stops). This real-time approach contrasts a schedule-based "predictor," which maintains a constant predicted event time [13] . Such an estimation and prediction system has been developed by ITS/UW and is called MyBus [14] . MyBus is a set of programs which combine to produce and present estimated departure times of buses from specific geographic locations.
The first transit agency to be fully incorporated into MyBus is Metro King County, operating in the Seattle, Washington, area of the United States. Metro King County operates a large fleet both in volume and coverage. At busy times, more than 700 buses are active serving 250 distinct routes. The number of geographic locations at which bus arrival/departure times are scheduled is about 1000. These locations are distributed throughout the transit region, which extends over 1700 square miles. Bus schedules are defined by a set of scheduled events, where each event constitutes the triple of vehicle, scheduled location and scheduled time. There are over 170,000 such events in the Metro King County weekly schedule. The entire transit fleet is fitted with automatic vehicle location (AVL) technology, enabling the real-time location of all buses to be determined. This allows MyBus to provide complete departure time estimations throughout the region. The MyBus predictor component estimates the actual event time for each and every scheduled event.
The scheduling locations are termed timepoints in the US Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol (TCIP) standard [15] . Timepoints are generally associated with important road intersections on bus routes. For the Metro King County MyBus system, it is timepoint locations rather than individual bus stop locations that the predictor component uses as points of interest on a bus's path. Thus estimated departure times are available for timepoints but not for individual bus stops. Therefore some degree of time interpolation is required by the rider to obtain a time estimate for the bus stop of interest. However, since the Metro King County published schedules are based on timepoints and not bus stops, this interpolation is a real-time analogy to the schedule-based calculation and is not new for Seattle area bus riders.
The presentation component of MyBus is a freely accessible web site (http://mybus.org), which formats incoming prediction reports for display on standard computer web browsers.
Mobile MyBus
The MyBus web site has been extended to deliver the estimated departure time information to WAP-enabled wireless device. The major problem to overcome is that of delivering the necessary bus departure information to a device with the physical restrictions discussed in Section 2.
User Input Information
To obtain specific bus information, a bus rider must provide some information in order to identify a particular bus or buses. Examples of this type of information include origin and destination locations, bus stops, and timepoints, direction of travel, route number, and time of day. The input parameters for the current MyBus system are the origin location and the route number.
To view MyBus predictions on a WAP-enabled phone, the user must first navigate to the MyBus WAP home page, currently http://mybus.org/wml/. The user is prompted to enter a numeric value identifying the timepoint location for which bus departure time predictions are of interest. This numeric identification of the timepoint, as opposed to descriptive name identification, is possible since the TCIP standards state that timepoints have numeric identity codes in addition to descriptive names. After the timepoint code has been entered, a second input form is displayed, and a numeric route number must be entered. Figure 2 shows the user interface, with 5923 entered as the timepoint code and 72 for the bus route. Timepoint code 5923 identifies the location University Way NE & NE 45th St, a busy intersection in Seattle. The user is presumably interested in the next 72 bus departing from the chosen location. The diagram sizes are equal to the actual screen size for a typical WAP-enabled cell phone.
Departure Time Display
Accepting the numeric value pair for location and route, the browser sends a request to the MyBus web server via the WAP gateway. The URL string in the request identifies the particular information required. The server responds with all current estimated departure times relating to the location and route combination. The predictions display on a typical WAP-enabled phone is shown in Figure 3 .
The figure shows predictions for route 72 buses at timepoint UNIVNE45. This abbreviated timepoint name and route appear in the top row of the display. The string UNIVNE45 is the abbreviated name for University Way NE & NE 45th St. Subsequent rows each present departure time prediction information for a single bus. Each row uses 15 characters of text, the minimum deemed necessary to convey the required information. Though this is greater than that of the reference WML rendering device, in practice many phones will accommodate 15 characters without having to scroll horizontally or wrap lines.
The character in column one is used to show the scheduled service type of the bus. A blank space denotes a regular (local) bus route. An e denotes an express bus. In Figure 3 , prediction rows one and two denote regular route 72 buses, while rows three and four denote express 72 buses. Typically, an express bus makes fewer stops or takes faster roads than a local bus.
Character columns two through nine show the destination of the bus. Bus destination strings are those which normally appear on the front of the bus, alongside the route number. In general, these strings are of arbitrary length. Examples from Metro King County are Bellevue Transit Center, Downtown Seattle, Richmond Beach. In MyBus, a web server function maps actual destination strings to eight character abbreviations, so Downtown Seattle becomes Downtown, and Seattle Ferry Terminal becomes FerryTrm. In Figure 3 , the first two buses are headed to downtown Seattle, the latter two to Lake City. Columns eleven through fifteen show a departure time of the bus from the chosen location. Two characters are used for the hour, two for the minute, plus a separator character at column thirteen. This character is significant, since it attaches different meanings to the time value surrounding it. When the separator character is a colon, as shown in rows one and four of Figure3, the time shown is the estimated departure time as provided by the MyBus predictor. Thus, the full meaning of row one is that a non-express route 72 bus, headed to downtown Seattle, is estimated to depart from University Way NE & NE 45 St at ten minutes past seven.
When the separator character is a d, as shown in row three of Figure 3 , it means that the bus has already departed. The time shown is the actual departure time. This information is useful as the rider at least knows that the departure event has occurred.
When the separator character is an asterisk, as shown in row two of Figure 3 , it means that no estimated departure time information is available for this event. The time shown is that from the schedule. This "no information" status occurs when the MyBus tracking component cannot accurately estimate bus locations. This normally occurs when the AVL system fails to report actual bus locations for an extended period of time. With insufficient location information in the tracker, the predictor cannot make reasonable estimates of future bus movements.
Location Identification
Because cell phones have numeric keys, a user interface requiring input is best organized around numeric values. Alphabetic character input is convoluted, requiring tedious key sequences to generate the appropriate text. Requiring MyBus users to enter their origin timepoint of interest by name (e.g., 3rd Ave NE & NE Union St) is thus not a good design. The numeric timepoint code is more easily entered. Since riders identify their bus stop by street and/or intersection name and are in general oblivious to transit agency codes, the MyBus user must obtain the unknown numeric timepoint code from the known timepoint name.
To solve this problem, a help system is provided within the MyBus phone user interface whereby a timepoint's numeric code can be obtained from its name. Two methods of retrieval are available: one is organized by route number, the other by geographic region.
The route-based help feature is shown in Figure 4 . The user enters a route of interest (e.g., 43), and the display shows a selectable list of timepoints serving that route. Selection of a timepoint name causes the ACCEPT key function label to display the timepoint code. Figure 4 shows that the code for the timepoint named 3 Av & PikeSt is 316.
The region-based help feature is organized as a tree. The tree shape is such that node contents can be displayed on the phone using selectable lists. At the root are geographic region names, corresponding to distinct parts of the transit area. Successively deeper nodes are organized by sorting of timepoint names. The timepoint name to code mappings lie at the leaf nodes. A fragment of the tree is shown in Figure 5 , with leaf node information for timepoint codes 9013, 3015, 7308, and 7239 included. The geographic and lexicographic distribution of timepoint names leads to a highly unbalanced tree. Nevertheless, the tree is structured so that all leaf nodes are within five levels of the root and all internal node ranges are short, meaning that every timepoint can be located on the MyBus phone interface easily and quickly. Figure 6 shows the phone display sequence when locating the code (9013) for the timepoint at Shoreline Park and Ride.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of MyBus is shown in Figure 7 . The overall functionality of the system is to transform an AVL stream into departure time predictions for display on the MyBus web and WAP sites. AVL data is received in legacy format provided by the transit operator. This legacy data is then transformed into the Self-Describing Data (SDD) format [16] . SDD is the data transport protocol used in all ITS/UW projects. The AVL data stream for Metro King County buses is freely available in SDD format from sdd.its.washington.edu:8412. SDD software suitable for manipulating this data can be found at http://www.its.washington.edu/bbone/. The tracker component makes use of Kalman filtering algorithms [17] to continuously estimate bus locations when physical location reports are infrequent. For the Metro King County case, AVL updates are received from each bus every one to five minutes. The tracker outputs estimated bus locations every 30 seconds. The protocols, either legacy or SDD, used at each stage of processing the AVL data are identified in Figure 7 .
The predictor reads the tracker output and transit agency schedule data to determine departure times from all timepoints that each bus is scheduled to visit in some future time window. Predictions are then fed to and held in a store process. The store acts as a database, queryable by the web server for prediction data relevant for a particular timepoint and route.
Both the store process and web server process are written in Java [18] , with the consequence that Java object serialization is the natural model of communication between the two. Finally, the web server formats the predictions into WML.
USAGE
The MyBus departure prediction system for Metro King County buses is functional and has a growing user base. The regular web site has been operational since late July 2000, and the WML-formatted content for mobile devices was released in late September 2000. In order to compare the site usage, the following graphs reflect usage analysis from October 1, 2000 to October 31, 2001. Note that the HTML-formatted departure time prediction pages contain instructions to the web browser to refresh the page every 60 seconds since the prediction data is highly dynamic. The means that a browser left unattended while showing a Mybus predictions page for an hour would register as 60 distinct requests. For the WML site, the automatic refresh is not employed, mainly due to the current "per byte downloaded" pricing structure of wireless services.
The web site delivering HTML content has received over 8,000,000 requests, of which 7,500,000 are for departure time information pages. The remainder are for navigational pages within the MyBus web site, such as the welcome page and various region pages showing timepoint lists. The corresponding total for WML-formatted content is 38000, of which 18000 are prediction data deck requests. The remainder constitute help system requests and other navigational deck requests. Figure 8 shows the daily summary of received requests for both HTML and WML content. Both charts show a similar trend with the majority of the usage, 86% for WML and 79% for HTML, during the weekdays. We hypothesize that this indicates the applications are being used to aid in commuting behavior.
The hourly summary for each content type is shown in Figure 9 . Both graphs exhibit peaks during the morning and evening commute, with the evening peak being larger. This leads to the suggestion that bus riders most frequently use the application at work to plan their evening commute. Significantly, the WML usage also shows a distinct peak at 8:00 that is not as pronounced in the data from the HTML site. This may suggest that wireless users can access this information without the overhead, or time constraints, of using a computer, and as a result can benefit from the service during their morning commute.
The monthly summary for each content type is shown in Figure 10 . The significant feature here is the decrease during September 2001. We are presently working with the transit agency to correlate this to actual transit usage. Causes may range from decreased use by the largest user group, Microsoft, to the fact that the second largest user group, the University of Washington, is not in session during September.
From the HTML usage, it is possible to analyze the usage by organization. This is not as straightforward for WML hits, as the records from the WML server only identify the WAP gateway. Of the 8,000,000 HTML requests, 1,600,000 (21%) are from microsoft.com, a large employer within the King County region. 822,000 (10%) identify the usage as being from washington.edu, the University of Washington, the largest employer in Seattle.
Overall, the usage trends are similar in character between the wired and wireless phone users. We hypothesize that this indicates acceptance by the early adopters of WAP technology devices.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present statistics that indicate a WAP-enabled cell phone is a suitable device for receiving real-time transit information. Its physical restrictions can be overcome through considered user interface design. The nature of the information delivered by the MyBus prediction system is ideally suited to mobile users such as bus riders.
Future work includes: (1) the development of prediction data formatted for personal digital assistant devices whose capabilities fall somewhere between a regular computer and a cell phone, (2) the use of global positioning system (GPS) technology integrated into the mobile device to enable MyBus to offer relevant bus information based upon the device's physical location, (3) the use of landmarks as reference points, and (4) the further improvement of prediction accuracy using data from other sources, such as real-time traffic condition data and historical performance. 
